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FOR TRUE REPRESENTATION.
day the Republican party

SOME rid itself of the dead weight
of southern misrepresentation.

It may be by action in the national
convention this year, or it may be
delayed for some other convention to
apply rationality to the nomination
of candidates and the government of
the tfarty. It will come.

Thdre is much thundering against
the iniquities of federal machine rule
In tlie south. It would seem to be a
common sense procedure to strip the
postmasters, revenue collectors, etc.,
of the power which 1b given them by
Democratic votes. If they had votes
in the convention in proportion as
there are Republican votes in their
states, they would become greatly di-

minished absurdities in the councils
of the party.

The preferential primary is one
means of making the nomination of
candidates a truer expression of pop-

ular will. A reconstruction of the
delegate system In convention is an-

other. The states are providing them-
selves with primary laws. It re-

mains for the national convention to
change the rules of the party organ-
ization so that the states have
authority and power as they have Re-

publican votes. Then the party will
be on a solid basis of equity and hon-
esty.

THE HAND.

Some scientists hold that the hu-
man hand has been evolved from the
fin. It has been pointed out that,
whether the "original hand" has been
developed or degraded into the claw
or the wing of the bird, the wing of
the bat, the fin of the walrus, the
single hoof of the horse, the double
hoof of the goat, the triple hoof of the
rhinoceros, or the quadruple hoof of
the hippopotamus, the farther back is
traced the ancestral history of any of
these varied forms the more closely
does the member resemble the human
hand with its five fingers.

One conclusion, logical enough, is
that all of the higher vertebrates are

descended from a common group of
ancestors having five fingered extrem-
ities. The hand with five fingers, fos-

sils show, must have existed In the
age of fishes before the development
of land animals. The Australian mud-

fish has been called a living fossil
and represents a transitional stage
from the water to the land form of
life. The fin of this fish resembles a
fern leaf, bearing on, each side a num-

ber of slender, pointed appendages. It
possesses four of these primitive fins
that seem foreordained to develop into
legs, and by their aid it often raises
itself from the bed of a stream.

It has been contended (that had
some of the mud-fishe- s habitually em-

ployed their fins as legs, the midrib
of the fin and such branches as proved
especially useful in the act of walk-
ing would have been preserved and
strengthened in their descendant,
while the other branches would have
been eliminated by disuse. The re-

sult, it is thought, would have been
a foot with a larger or smaller num-

ber of toes. The number five, which
forms the original basis of subdivision
of the feet and hands of all the ter-

restrial successors of the mud-fishe- s

must have proved most advantageous
for some leason as yet undiscerned.
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WALKER BROTHERS
BANKERS

Founded 859 " A Tower of Strensth"

DAVID MATTSON, Prop. WILLIAM ALLISON, Mgr. I
OGDEN'S NEWEST and LEADING HOTEL I
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Hotel Jfcton I

One Block from Union Station.
100 Rooms; s.

OPENED JUNE 10, 1911. IRATES Without Bath, $1 ; With Bath, $1.50 and $2.
Large Sample Rooms, $1. H
Same Attentive Service Rendered to Patrons Stopping H
for One Day or Longer. H
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WHY FOAM IS WHITE.

No one can have failed to notice
that the foam along the shore of the
sea or of a lake is white. No matter
how deep the blue of the water may
be, there is the same whiteness of
the froth at its edge. If the blackest
ink in the world is beaten into foam,
the foam will be as white as the froth
of milk.

The reason for this is that we see
all objects by reflected light. If they
reflect all the rays, they appear white;
if they absorb all the rays, they seem
to be black. When beaten into a froth
the bubbles reflect all the light from
their surfaces, for their extreme thin-

ness makes them practically nothing
but smface and thus they are white.

For the same reason any colored
stone shows white when It Is ground
to a powder. Take the blackest mar- -
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ble and reduce it to small grains and
these will appear white, because their
surfaces now all reflect the same
light. If the polished surface of the
same marble be only a little scratched
as with a nail or drill-poi- the effect
will be ,a light-colore- d streak.

The same point is illustrated in the
appearance of the tiny particles of
dew on the spider's web as compared
with the larger drops suspended from
the tips of blades of grass. All the
more striking is the difference when
the cold has converted Jew and water
into frost and ice. The frost sparkles
from the innumerable faces of the

crystals, while the ice shows a uni-- IH
formly shining surface. jH

Frost and snow are white because M
of the Bmallness of their particles and M

the great number of their reflecting jH
surfaces. H

Teacher Thomas, can you tell me M

which battle Nelson was killed in? H
Tommy (after a moment's reflec- - H

tion) I think it was his last. M

The fact that a man has not cut his H
hair for ten or twelve years need not M
necessarily imply that he is eccentric. M

He may be bald. M


